
SPRING BUTTERFLY 
Project sheet 

*You will need a paper towel core/cardboard inside for this project* 
 

1.   COLOR the butterfly (3 pages- #18,19 & 20) 

✓ Use markers, crayons & colored pencils. 

✓ WINGS- are symmetrical both sides should MATCH, color with a color 

scheme. 

✓ Pg. 20- you can color with the SAME color scheme or choose another, but 

the parts are SYMMETRICAL. 

✓ *Requirement- add PATTERNS in at least (minimum) 3 areas (any page). 

 

COLOR SCHEME (primary, secondary, intermediate, warm, cool, monochromatic, 

complementary colors, analogous). 

 

2.   CUT 

✓ Carefully cut out all of the parts on pages 18-20. Leave the black line, 

DON”T cut it away !! 

✓ Clip your parts together with a paper clip. 

✓ Cut out a big set of butterfly wings using a pattern from the back counter 

and a sheet of large colored paper.  What color would look good with 

the COLOR SCHEME you are using ?? 

✓ Store everything in your personal folder. 

 

3. PAPER TOWEL CORE- 

✓ Roll your paper towel core in a piece of small colored paper.   

Do you want it to go with the rest of your butterfly or POP ??   

✓ Then STAPLE together.   

✓ Punch 2 holes with a hole puncher . . . see examples posted so you don’t 

make a mistake.   

✓ Make antennas out of 1-2 pipe cleaners (be creative !!), you may add 2-4  

beads to add personality. 

 

4. GLUE all of the parts together 

✓ The wings you colored in get glued to the big construction paper wings. 

Look at the examples, you want them to flap free. 

✓ Pg. 20 parts get glued to the wings you colored in and flap free and also 

to the front of the paper towel core. 

✓ The paper towel core gets glued to the wings, look at the examples. 

 

There are posted examples. 

Don’t ask your friends  

for help, 

CHECK OUT the examples !!!  


